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Energy prices are driven by supply and demand.
existing inventory that could not be pumped from
This study uses basic economic concepts to show
storage nor pushed through pipelines.
that recent movements in energy prices are explained
Many members of Congress understood that the
by supply and demand forces rather than by any
hurricane-related supply disruption caused the price
business conspiracy. This study also examines how
spike. Some members,
oil-tax proposals like
though, claimed that the
those in the Senate tax
price increase was
reconciliation bill, or
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In the second half of 2005, prices of oil and
Energy and Natural Resources Committee and the
natural gas jumped sharply following hurricanes
Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and
Katrina and Rita. The hurricanes caused massive
Transportation.
damage in the Gulf Coast region, where a
disproportionate share of the nation’s oil and gas
The timing of the price spike strongly supports
extraction and oil refining capacity are located. The
the proposition that it was due to the supply
Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission told
disruption: oil prices shot up when output was lost
Congress, "At one point, over 95 percent of Gulf
and transport interrupted, but it quickly fell back to
Coast crude oil production was inoperable, and
where it had been before the hurricanes sidelined
numerous refineries and pipelines were either
production as production and distribution facilities
damaged or without electricity."1 Not only was
returned to service. This is shown in Chart 1. (The
production of new crude and refined products
subsequent price increase in the spring of 2006 is
interrupted, but power failures stranded some
discussed below.) Natural gas prices also spiked
Source: Energy Information Administration,
at http://www.eia.doe.gov/oil_gas/petroleum/data_publications/wrgp/mogas_history.html
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after the storms and then collapsed toward the end of
the warmer-than-normal winter heating season. If
the 2005 price jumps had been the result of business
manipulation, businesses would not have needed to
wait until the hurricanes to raise the price and they
would not have allowed the price to start dropping
almost as soon as the recovery from the hurricanes
began.

proposal in other respects. The two versions of the
bill are now in a House-Senate conference.
An earlier IRET Congressional Advisory2
examined the main revenue raisers in the Senate bill
and found that they are badly flawed in terms of tax
principles, accounting principles, and energy policy.
The paper concluded that the House bill is much
better. Another IRET Advisory criticized the Senate
provisions for being very close to a bill of attainder,
in that they are written to target specific companies,
and warned that they would reduce energy security.3
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Nevertheless, the Senate voted for legislation
that appears to be based on the mistaken belief that
businesses are manipulating oil prices, combined
with the erroneous notion that higher taxes will not
adversely affect customers by raising prices and
Prices Retreat and Rebound
lowering output. The Senate’s Tax Reconciliation
Act of 2005 contains three provisions targeting the
Oil prices quickly retreated from their hurricanefive large integrated oil companies that testified at
induced peak, but there has been a large price runup
the Senate hearing last
in recent weeks. Once
November. They are
more, the culprits are
U.S.-headquartered
supply and demand.
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See Chart 2. In the
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U.S. Senate. Another
factors related to
provision would single
increased summer
out the three U.S.-based companies in the group and
driving will place added pressure on demand in
strip them of many of the foreign tax credits they
coming weeks. On the supply side, several major oil
can claim under current law. A third provision
producing nations are experiencing significant supply
would require the five companies to write off their
problems due to civil unrest.
exploration costs more slowly than other oil and gas
companies.
There are also supply problems in the United
States. Production and refining are still below
These revenue raisers are part of a set of
normal because of damage from the hurricanes.
proposed tax increases in the Senate bill. The House
Adding to hurricane-related problems, U.S.
passed a Tax Reconciliation Act that does not
environmental laws and regulations require that
contain the tax increases and differs from the Senate
special gasoline blends be used in smog-susceptible
Source: Energy Information Administration,
at http://www.eia.doe.gov/oil_gas/petroleum/data_publications/wrgp/mogas_history.html
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areas during part of the year and refiners are now in
the process of switching over to those blends.
Refining and distributing dozens of different blends
in different parts of the country based on exacting
government specifications is a major production and
logistics challenge for the oil industry. New
environmental standards will reduce the amount of
sulfur in oil products but strain the nation’s limited
refining capacity even more.

than they were several years ago. Senator Charles
Schumer (D-NY) zeroed in on recent mergers in the
industry, charging, "You now have four players,
prices have spiked and what has gone up has not
come down. Coincidence? I think not. We should
explore divestiture."7 Actually, prices did come
down following the hurricane-related price spike,
"four players" greatly overstates industry
concentration, and government-ordered
dismemberment of companies is usually regarded as
a last-resort sanction, even in cases unlike this one
where there is strong evidence of anticompetitive
behavior.8 Senator Patrick Leahy (D-VT), the
committee’s ranking member, called for "[a] windfall
profits tax on the record-breaking profits that oil
companies have been raking in," and he suggested
that some of the tax money be used to "provide
refunds" to "help consumers afford home heating oil
now and for years to come."9 Winters are cold in
Vermont.

If those problems weren’t enough, the energy
bill that Congress passed last year essentially
requires refiners to stop using the gasoline additive
methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) and replace it
with ethanol.4 Substituting ethanol for MTBE
requires difficult and expensive changes in the
Furthermore, the sudden
production process.5
increase in mandated ethanol use was not anticipated.
Domestic ethanol supplies are tight, and will be until
new production facilities are built over the next
several years. Meanwhile, a tariff of 54 cents per
gallon limits the importation of ethanol from Brazil,
which could otherwise ease supplies during the
transition from MTBE. As a result, the price of
ethanol has more than doubled in the last year to
about $2.65 per gallon (supply and demand at work
again). The abrupt switch from MTBE to ethanol is
a made-in-Washington supply shock that threatens to
push prices significantly higher over the next several
months.

At the time of this study’s release, it is being
reported that Congressional leaders are planning to
ask President Bush to have the Justice Department
and Federal Trade Commission launch price gouging
Commenting on Congress’s
investigations.10
behavior, another news story describes
"[p]rice-gouging investigations" as something "which
lawmakers call for each time pump prices spike."11
More helpfully, the Hill leaders also want the
President to order the Environmental Protection
Agency to issue emergency waivers of the
"boutique" gasoline regulations that would allow
refiners to increase their output.12

None of these supply and demand pressures is
due to any malfeasance or collusion on the part of
the many large and small businesses in the oil
industry. A thoughtful Congressional inquiry into
why gasoline prices have increased would need to
examine supply and demand factors. Among the
supply issues, Congress should consider how its own
actions have caused gasoline supplies to be smaller
than otherwise. On March 14, 2006, however, the
Senate Judiciary Committee held a hearing at which
top executives of the five largest integrated oil
companies were again placed in the hot seat, along
with the head of Valero, the largest U.S. oil refining
company.6

Analysis of Basic Supply and Demand Factors
Supply schedule. A basic rule of supply is that
producers are willing and able to offer a larger
quantity as price rises, other things equal. For
example, as price rises in the oil industry, producers
will work their equipment more intensively, develop
fields that would otherwise not be worth developing,
and bid more supplies away from foreign markets.
This is illustrated in Chart 3, where producers offer
2.7 million units at a price of $1 per unit and 3.1
million units at a price of $3 per unit. The numbers
are purely hypothetical. (Readers can skip over the

Several members of the panel blamed the
companies for oil prices being significantly higher
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numbers if they find the discussion clearer without
them.)
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reduced supply is that prices are bid up until they
settle at a new market-clearing equilibrium, characterized by a higher price and smaller quantity. In
Chart 4, the new equilibrium point is 2.6 million
Demand schedule. A basic rule of demand is
units at a price of $2.50 per unit. The oil market
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Yorktown facility is the only significant refinery in
Virginia or the surrounding several states, and it is
Market equilibrium occurs at 2.8 million units
running flat out. The lack of spare refining capacity
and a price of $1.50 per unit because, at that price,
reduces the region’s ability to compensate for supply
the amount sellers offer just equals the amount
disruptions elsewhere,
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13
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$1.50, for instance, the
their plant, but much of
quantity supplied has
that has been to meet expensive environmental
dropped from 2.8 million units to 2.4 million units.
regulations, eating into profits and reducing the funds
(Again, the concepts are real but the numbers are
available for investments to increase capacity.
hypothetical.) The predictable response to the
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buying to wait for lower prices. Note how the multiGovernment price controls would create
national energy firms redirected tankers at sea to
shortages. The supply and demand framework is
resupply U.S. refineries cut off from the Gulf, and
also useful in understanding why government price
brought in refined products from Europe and
controls would only make matters worse when
elsewhere to restock retail outlets. Such imports
supplies are tight. Suppose there is the same supply
would not have been possible under any price
disruption as in the previous example. However, this
ceilings set below international levels.
time the government prevents the price from
adjusting by decreeing that price increases are
"illegal price gouging". By blocking market signals,
Supply and demand in the world market. Even
though oil’s price quickly fell after the hurricanes, it
the government edict would promptly create a
has climbed rapidly in recent weeks and is much
shortage, as illustrated in Chart 5. At a price of
higher than it was several years ago. What could
$1.50 per unit, buyers would want 2.8 million units
account for this other than the sort of business
in the hypothetical example but suppliers would be
collusion that Senator
offering just 2.4 million
Schumer suggested?
units, creating a
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This is in contrast
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moved adversely on
to the efficiency with
both the supply and
which the market
demand fronts. Sharply
system would handle
higher demand in developing countries like China
the supply disruption. On the demand side, a rising
and India has increased worldwide oil demand and
price would signal buyers to reexamine their
bid up the price in all markets, including the United
purchase plans. The buyers who valued the product
States. Meanwhile, violence in the Middle East and
least would cut back their purchases first.
unrest in some other major producing countries, such
(Customers would cancel or defer purchases they
as Venezuela and Nigeria (Nigeria’s output is down
valued at less than $2.50 per unit but continue
by 500,000 barrels daily due to civil strife), have
making purchases that they valued at $2.50 per unit
depressed supply, which has further pushed up the
or more.16) On the supply side, a rising price
would signal suppliers to try harder to obtain
worldwide price. Also older fields in stable parts of
addition output. In the illustrative example, a price
the world continue to age and produce less each
of $2.50 per unit would call forth 200,000 units that
year. The U.S. government is adding to the supply
would not be available at a price of $1.50,
problems by requiring a variety of "boutique" blends
preventing half the output loss that would otherwise
and by forcing the sudden shift from MTBE to
have occurred. For a real world example, note that
ethanol.
very few areas of the nation experienced empty
gasoline pumps or lines even in the immediate
These supply and demand effects are shown in
aftermath of the storms, as consumers postponed
simplified form in Chart 6.17 The demand schedule
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has shifted out from D to D’. The supply schedule
has shifted in from S to S’. Both shifts put upward
pressure on the price, and the market equilibrium has
moved from point E to point E’. In the hypothetical
example, the equilibrium price has climbed from
$1.50 to $2.75.

motivate producers to develop previously
uneconomic oil fields, and will cause consumers to
switch to cars and trucks that are more fuel efficient,
or that use less costly types of fuel, as the fleets
need to be replaced. These reactions will push down
oil’s market price.

Price per Unit

Severin Borenstein, a University of California at
Many other commodities are also subject to
Berkeley economist, made similar points in
large and rapid price movements. For example, the
testimony at the Judiciary Committee hearing. He
price of zinc is up 80% compared to a year ago and
explained, "The world oil price has risen rapidly and
the price of copper is up 55%, with both increases
is very high today compared to the recent past
partially attributable to strong demand in China.21
Concerns about damage
primarily because
to the Florida citrus
demand growth has
crop has caused orange
been very rapid and
Chart 6
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A volatile market.
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would make about as
Policy makers should
Millions of Units
much economic sense –
bear in mind that the
none – as slapping
price of oil exhibits
punitive taxes on miners, orange juice producers, or
large short-run fluctuations in response to shifts in
corn farmers.
supply and demand. For example, the price of crude
dropped over 50% from early 1984 to early 1986,
Have prices risen because of supply and demand
more than doubled from late 1988 to late 1990, and
or because of mergers?
fell by more than half from the start of 1997 to the
end of 1998, eventually bottoming out at slightly
Because some of the biggest U.S. businesses are
above $11 a barrel.20 Looking at only the highintegrated oil companies and because there have
price years gives a distorted impression.
been many oil-company mergers since the early
1990s, some people claim that oil companies have
The price of oil is volatile because customers’
enormous market power and have used that power to
energy use and suppliers’ productive capacity are
drive up prices. For example, Sen. Leahy said at the
difficult to adjust significantly (are "inelastic") in the
Judiciary Committee hearing that "merger-mania
short run. Supply and demand are inelastic in the
within the oil industry ... [has] significantly
short run because they are largely determined by past
diminished competition, leading to higher prices for
investment decisions. Suppliers and consumers are
consumers."23 Seventy-five or a hundred years ago,
more responsive to price in the long run, which is
most economists would have agreed that size equals
why the price does not usually remain extremely
market power and that a few businesses in a
high or low for long. Over time, high oil prices will
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concentrated industry can easily collude. Based on
experience and theory, however, most modern
economists reject those notions. In industries like
automobiles, steel, and airlines, one sees that large
firms often have very little market power. If even a
few firms are in a market (or could quickly enter the
market), price competition tends to be vigorous, and
inefficient firms, whether large or small, often lose
market share and suffer financially.

gallon. Even if one erroneously accepted the GAO’s
flawed analysis, a penny or two is small compared to
recent gasoline price movements, which would
indicate that forces other than mergers explain most
of the price run-up
OPEC
There is collusion in the oil market, but it
involves governments – not businesses.
The
countries belonging to the Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) operate an
oil cartel. Since its formation in 1960 but most
actively since the early 1970s, OPEC has tried to
limit members’ oil production in order to raise the
market price above the competitive level. OPEC has
created an adverse shift in the supply schedule, with
the largest supply shock coming in the 1970s.
OPEC has increased oil prices, but the cartel’s pricefixing power is somewhat weakened by oil
production in non-OPEC nations, cheating among
OPEC members, development of more energy
efficient vehicles and appliances for use by
consumers, and a shift toward other fuels. Those
long-term responses explain why oil’s real price fell
for decades following its 1980-1981 peak.

The growth of international trade since World
War II has also redefined what is meant by big. A
company that seems gigantic relative to domestic
companies often looks much smaller in the world
market. In the oil industry, the real giants are
foreign oil-producing nations and national oil
companies. The head of BP America testified to the
Senate Judiciary Committee, "Foreign national oil
companies control more than 55 percent of global oil
and gas production and more than 90 percent of the
world’s oil and gas reserves."24
A government agency, the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), carefully reviews proposed oilcompany mergers and insists on changes whenever
it thinks there is any threat to competition. In
testimony to the Judiciary Committee, the FTC
reported, "Mergers of private oil companies have not
significantly affected worldwide concentration in
crude oil. This fact is important, because crude oil
prices are the chief determinant of gasoline prices.
Despite some increases over time, concentration for
most levels of the United States petroleum industry
has remained low to moderate."25

Because OPEC’s members are sovereign nations,
they are beyond the reach of U.S. antitrust laws.
Nonetheless, several Senators at the Judiciary
Committee hearing endorsed legislation to subject
foreign governments to U.S. antitrust laws.29
Enforcement would be difficult, would lead to
charges of American imperialism, and would invite
vigorous political and economic retaliation against
American interests abroad. Congress should be
careful not to punish private-sector businesses, with
the harshest penalties falling on domestic ones, out
of frustration with OPEC.

Those who assert that high gasoline prices are
due to mergers often cite a 2004 study by the
General Accountability Office (GAO).26 The GAO
study claimed that mergers in the oil industry raised
wholesale gasoline prices by a penny or two a
gallon. However, according to the FTC, which has
greater expertise in this area, the GAO study is
"fundamentally flawed".27 Among other problems,
the FTC found that the GAO failed to control for
"changes in gasoline formulation [required by
government mandates] and seasonal changes in
demand"28, although those factors normally produce
price changes much larger than a penny or two a

Taxing a product more heavily leads to a smaller
quantity at a higher price
In 1980, the Carter Administration and Congress
responded to rising oil prices by imposing the
Windfall Profit Tax on much of domestic oil
production. Washington promised that the tax was
a marvel of government engineering that would only
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siphon off "excess" profits while not interfering with
oil production. In practice, the tax was arbitrary and
extraordinarily complicated. It severely depressed
domestic oil production, and gave a tax advantage to
foreign oil producers. Salvatore Lazzari of the
Congressional Research Service concluded that the
Windfall Profit Tax lowered domestic oil production
by 3% to 6%, thereby costing jobs and income at
home and increasing America’s dependence on
foreign oil.30 The tax was repealed in 1988.

industry, pushing the supply curve further inward to
S’’.

Price per Unit

Notice that because of the tax-induced supply
constriction, the market clearing price would rise
even higher and output would fall even more.31
(The arrows in the chart show the tax-induced drop
in quantity and rise in price. In the illustrative
example, the tax’s effect would be to boost price
from $2.50 to $2.75 and cut output from 2.6 million
units to 2.55 million units.) Hence, in addition to
The proposed new oil taxes that the Senate has
hurting the companies’ shareholders and employees,
voted to enact are narrower than the old Windfall
the tax would inflict added pain on the millions of
Profit Tax, but they rely on the same mistaken
businesses and households throughout the economy
beliefs that oil
who purchase oil and
companies are charging
who are already reeling
unjustifiably high prices
from higher prices.
Chart 7
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and that the government
The government claims
4.00
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it wants to help these
Added Tax makes
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customers. Some help.
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Price rise more and
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causing any market
S
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have already risen
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that some members of
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Congress would like to
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enact relies on similar
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1.00
Tax
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erroneous assumptions.
earned by oil
0.50
companies in recent
0.00
The basic supply
months are already
2.0
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3.0
3.2
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and demand analysis
subject to high federal
Millions of Units
presented here has
and state marginal tax
illustrated that market
rates, and are already
forces – not a grand conspiracy by the thousands of
increasing the oil industry’s tax payments to federal
businesses in the oil industry or by the largest
and state governments. At the same time, higher
companies – are quite sufficient to explain the rise in
energy prices are reducing profits (compared to what
oil’s price. One can use the same supply and
they would have been) of energy-using companies
demand analysis to see in general terms what would
such as utilities, smelters, trucking firms, railroads,
happen if Congress responded to higher energy
and airlines, lowering their tax liabilities. Since
prices by enacting new oil taxes, such as the oil
much energy is used by final consumers in the
taxes in the Senate version of the Tax Reconciliation
household sector who do not get to deduct the higher
Act or a so-called Windfall Profits Tax. This is
energy costs, the net effect is a windfall for the
shown in Chart 7, where it is assumed that
government sector. Adding more taxes on the oil
production problems have shifted in the supply
companies would simply drain more money from the
schedule from S to S’. The tighter supply pushes up
private sector as a whole, and raise energy prices
price and reduces quantity. A new tax would worsen
further. In this situation, taxing businesses when
the problem by increasing costs still more in the
they are up means taxing consumers when they are
down.
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The oil industry is already one of the most
heavily taxed in the U.S. economy. The Tax
Foundation calculated that the domestic oil industry’s
tax bill has exceeded $2.2 trillion (adjusted for
inflation) over the last quarter century.32 The tax
number would have been even higher except that the
calculation excluded "local property taxes, state sales
and severance taxes and on-shore royalty
payments."33 The Tax Foundation also reported
that in 2005, the three largest domestic oil companies
(Exxon Mobil, ConocoPhillips, and Chevron) had
gross earnings of $108.2 billion and paid total
corporate income taxes of $44.3 billion.34 When
the companies reported higher profits in 2005 than in
2004, the government quickly took a hefty slice of
the increase: the companies’ total corporate taxes
jumped 49.2% from 2004 to 2005.35 The three
companies also sent in "over $114.5 billion in other
taxes in 2005, including franchise, payroll, property,
severance and excise taxes."36 Looking only at
federal and state corporate income taxes, the Tax
Foundation estimated that "the average effective tax
rate on the major integrated oil and gas industry is ...
38.3 percent. This exceeds the estimated average
effective tax rate of 32.3 percent for the market as a
whole."37 Based on the taxes the industry currently
pays, a sound economic case can be made that it
should be less heavily taxed, not hit with additional
taxes.

story. The industry is so large and has such huge
investments that when profits are expressed in
dollars, they almost automatically look enormous.
To get the real picture, one must judge the success
of a company and its level of profitability by
comparing profits to invested capital, that is, by
looking at its rate of return on invested capital.
Compare two firms. The first has $20 billion in
sales, nets $2 billion in profit (equal to 10% of
sales), and employs $25 billion in capital. The
second has $2 billion in sales, $200 million in profit
(also equal to 10% of sales), and employs $1 billion
in capital. Which is the more profitable firm, and
which is more likely to be expanding capacity and
output?
The larger firm has ten times the dollar profits,
but it also has ten times the sales of the smaller firm,
and both have the same profit per dollar of sales.
More important, the larger firm is in a capital
intensive industry, and requires the use of more
capital per dollar of output than the smaller firm.
The larger firm has a return on its capital of only 8%
(= $2B / $25B). The smaller firm has a return on its
capital of 20% (= $0.2B / $1B). The smaller firm is
more likely to be attracting additional capital and
seeking to expand its operations than the larger firm.
In the last two decades, returns on investment in
the U.S. oil industry have mostly lagged behind the
average for a broad cross-section of American
industries. Chart 8 plots returns on investment in the
U.S. petroleum industry against average returns on
investment for the Standard & Poor’s industrials.
Over the period 1985-2004, the average return on
investment in the U.S. petroleum industry was 7.9%,
which was considerably below the average return of
11.9% for the S&P industrials.38 Indeed, for the
first 15 of the last 20 years, returns on invested
capital in the petroleum industry lagged by a
significant margin. Only in the last five years have
returns in the petroleum industry caught up with the
S&P industrials.

The myth of superhigh profits
But isn’t the oil industry so profitable that
investors would hardly notice if the government
placed a big new tax on the industry? And if
investors did notice, wouldn’t they just shrug it off?
The answer to both questions is "no".
It is true that parts of the industry rang up
record profits last fall in dollar terms, and saw a rise
in profits as a percentage of invested capital,
including inventories, because oil prices are above
what was expected when companies made their
business plans. This is the flip side of what
happened in previous years in which profits were
depressed because prices were unexpectedly low.
However, dollar profits do not tell any meaningful

Given the tightness of refining capacity and
some of the accusations on Capitol Hill, one might
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think that perhaps returns are very high in refining,
The natural response by the industry to higher
notwithstanding below-average returns for the
taxes, lower returns, and greater uncertainty would
industry as a whole. Chart 9 looks at the refining
be to cut back future investment, reducing the
and marketing portion
growth of future
of the U.S. oil industry.
capacity. As depicted
Chart 8 Return On Investment In U.S. Petroleum
Returns on investment
in Chart 7, the taxes
Industry Has Trailed Return On S&P Industrials
there have been lower
would shift in the
25
than for the industry as
supply curve, leading to
U.S. Petroleum Industry
S&P Industrials
a whole and in some
reduced output and
20
years were negative.
higher prices for the
Returns on investment
millions of producers
15
in refining and
and consumers who
10
marketing averaged
depend on gasoline.
6.5% over the period
5
1985-2004, meaning
A new tax
that returns on
motivated by politics
0
investment in the S&P
would create a double
industrials was almost
whammy.
First, it
Year
Source:
American
Petroleum
Institute
(API),
based
on
data
from
U.S.
Department
of
Energy,
Performance
twice as high. Only in
would directly reduce
Profiles of Major Energy Producers
2001 and 2004 did
expected after-tax
returns in the refining
returns in the U.S.
and marketing sector of the petroleum industry beat
market. Second, it would be a further deterrent to
the S&P industrials.
investment by signaling heightened political risk.
Congress did not rush to lighten taxes on businesses
Consider the effect on future investment if
in the oil industry when prices and profits were
Congress were now to impose additional taxes on the
temporarily low, but it enacted a windfall profits tax
oil industry. Textbooks
once before, and is
on business finance
flirting with tax
Chart 9 Return On Investment In U.S. Refining and
take great care to
penalties again, at a
Marketing Has Trailed Return On S&P Industrials
explain how and why
time when prices are
20
U.S. Refining and Marketing
businesses must base
temporarily high.
S&P Industrials
15
their investment
Congress is developing
decisions on expected
a pattern of stacking the
10
after-tax returns,
deck.
adjusted for risk. Any
5
business school
Market risk is bad
graduate will have had
enough. One does not
0
it drummed into his or
know for sure if a well
her head that a project
will come in dry or
-5
is to be judged on the
produce a gusher, nor
Year
rate of return to the
know for sure what the
Source: American Petroleum Institute (API), based on data from U.S. Department of Energy, Performance
Profiles of Major Energy Producers
company after all costs,
price of oil and
including taxes, are
gasoline will be in five
taken into account.
or ten years.
Such
The higher the tax rate, the fewer the number of
factors raise the break-even rate of return required to
projects that can clear the risk-adjusted "hurdle rate"
justify an investment. Political risk, whether foreign
of return and justify the effort.
(such as third world rebellions or terrorism that shut
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down the oil fields, or coups d’etat that lead to the
dishonoring of past contracts) or domestic (such as
erratic and punitive tax and regulatory policies in a
supposedly developed nation), adds to the trouble.
It forces companies to be even more cautious in their
investment strategy, and to move forward only where
returns are estimated to be the very highest.

sale of inventory would be counter-productive. It
would only retard investment in the sector. The
same holds true, of course, for exploration and
production, in that higher taxes would reduce aftertax returns to the industry and shut down projects
that are at the margin of economic feasibility.
Conclusion

Sectors within the industry
It is important to note that companies engaged
in multiple activities have to earn competitive market
returns in each segment of the company in order to
justify putting more capital to work in those
segments. In the case of oil and gas companies, the
"upstream" divisions of exploration and production,
and the "downstream" divisions of refining,
distribution, and marketing, must all earn their way.
In years of high oil prices, the production sector of
the industry tends to do relatively well, while the
refining and marketing sector is squeezed by the
higher cost of crude, and vice versa in years of
falling oil prices. The low return on refining in the
United States is one of the reasons that there have
been no major new refineries built here in decades
(although capacity at existing sites has expanded).
Of course, there have been other obstacles to
building new refineries, in the form of federal, state
and local regulation (which explain in part the bias
toward expanding at existing sites). Nonetheless, if
lack of refining capacity, or pipeline capacity and
interconnectivity, are deemed to be contributing to
U.S. vulnerability to bad weather, then imposing
higher taxes on refining and distribution would be a
mistake. If the nation is better served by having
large private inventories of refined products to bridge
any supply disruptions, then imposing tax penalties
or phony accounting restrictions on the holding and

Imposing new taxes on energy producers will
only raise consumer prices further and increase U.S.
dependence on foreign crude oil and imported
refined products.
Before blaming private industry for rising energy
prices, Congress should focus its attention on ways
of reducing federal and state obstacles to the
production of energy. Governments force energy
costs higher in a number of ways: restricting drilling
in promising areas on- and off-shore, requiring too
many specialized blends of gasoline in specific areas
of the country, complicated approval processes for
obtaining new sites to build refineries, tariffs on
foreign supplies of additives mandated by federal
law, and excess taxation, to name a few. The
drilling restrictions have not only reduced total
supply; they have resulted in a heavy concentration
of oil and gas facilities in the western Gulf of
Mexico, so close together that a pair of storms was
able to knock out a significant share of the nation’s
capacity in a single month. Easing these restrictions,
mandates, and tariffs would reduce the cost of
producing energy, increase supply, and promote its
geographic dispersion, which would help to reduce
consumer prices and lower vulnerability to supply
disruptions due to bad weather or political upheavals.
Michael Schuyler
Senior Economist
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